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The Big Number: Last Thursday was Earth Day and our friends at Chicago
Metropolitan Agency for Planning (@goto2040) celebrated by tweeting all day
about transportation statistics. We also just started digging deep into our
Best Places to Work survey data.
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What do these things have in common? A way to make you like your job
more, help you perform better and still have a life outside the office.
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Roughly 8.5 million people live in the 7-county Chicago area* according to

November 2009 (46)

CMAP and the U.S. Census Bureau. They make 29 million trips daily. Those
who drive (23.5 million trips per day) on the area’s 34,000 miles of road find
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that for 11 hours a day, 20 percent of the highways are congested. That’s a
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lot of traffic.
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Now that folks can’t text while they drive (no, really, stop . . . texting while
driving can increase the risk of a crash nearly 25 times), they might be
thinking there are better ways to use their time. Like staying off the road.
In March, Crain’s released its Best Places to Work issue. Our research
partner, Buck Consultants, surveyed more than 30,000 employees at 150
self-selected companies who all thought they had a good chance to be the
best Chicago-area workplace. One important issue for employees was
flexibility. In a report Buck just completed, 78% of the companies in the pool
offered flex-time programs and 75% offered telecommuting as an option.
According to our research (and some common sense) these options can
lead to happier employees -- who can get an average of more than an hour
of commuting time reduced or eliminated -- and help reduce the leading
source of greenhouse gas emissions in the area.
Flex-time and telecommuting don’t work for every company, or every job
function, but they are options that more companies should consider.
Do you have (or want) flex time? Tell us your story in the comments section
below.
* The seven counties are Cook, DuPage, Kane, Kendall, McHenry, Lake and
Will
Other @ChicagoNumbers worth noting for the week, via Twitter:
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Today's Most Viewed Headlines
MB Financial's instant gain on Broadway, New
Century: $30 million
Chicago's biggest hospitals' tax-exempt status is
under scrutiny after landmark court ruling
Chicago-area home prices show first signs of
recovery after three-year slide
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Broadway Bank fails, MB Financial is the buyer;
Harris buys Amcore
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PrivateBancorp shares drop after 1Q loss
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Circulations declined at @chicagotribune (9.8%) and @suntimes (14%).
More bad news at: http://ow.ly/1Dk4z
18,000 people are getting MBAs at area biz schools. See @crainschicago's
directory for tuition, and enrollment data http://ow.ly/1D9iY
Congrats to @draftfcb winner of our Best Places to Work Reader's Choice.
http://ow.ly/i/1ddl
$25 million stimulus grant is on its way to Chicago. Money will help retrofit
buildings for energy efficiency. http://ow.ly/1BolU
RT @CrainsChicago: March home sales rise 45% in Chicago area
http://ow.ly/1BIBP
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
@ChicagoNumbers is a Twitter feed curated by Crain’s research
department. Send suggestions and your favorite numbers to
ccbresearch@crain.com.

Follow Enterprise City on Twitter. Join us on Facebook. Network
with us on LinkedIn.
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